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This report shares the findings from a sixmonth project exploring how to effectively
support young people who face disadvantage,
and are often marginalised, to thrive online.
Within this, we particularly focus on – and
are led by – the needs and experiences of
one cohort: 16-24-year-olds, who have been
excluded from mainstream education. This
cohort faces multiple and complex social
barriers, which can make it challenging
for them to thrive both in life and online.
Despite this, they are regularly overlooked
by policymakers and those developing and
delivering programmes and services. They
are left out of conversations about online
experiences. We want to change this. We see
the publication of this report, sharing what
we learnt from this exploratory research and
early-stage innovation project, as a crucial first
step towards this change.
The report starts in section A by defining
‘thriving online’ as a positive and holistic
way to think about online experiences. We
observe in section B that many of the young
people we spoke to did not seem to be thriving
online – even if this was not something they
were completely aware of or had considered
themselves. Young people have found various
ways (often on their own through trial and
error) to cope with navigating the difficulties
they encounter in the online world. But
they recognise that these do not feel wholly
satisfactory or viable for future generations.

incidentally rather than directly. We suggest
doing this via participation in programmes and
services that have goals connected to young
people’s interests and immediate priorities.
Secondly, we highlight the value of developing
programmes and services that create time
and space for young people to be able to build
meaningful relationships with people with
similar experiences. We recommend these
programmes and services provide young
people with safe, positive, and non-judgmental
spaces to reflect on, and learn from, their
online experiences.
Thirdly, and most crucially, we advocate the
importance of treating the online-offline world
as a spectrum. Programmes and services must
focus on helping young people to thrive in
life across all channels, rather than focusing
solely on supporting them to thrive online.
We recommend developing programmes and
services that give young people the help they
need to thrive in life, whilst addressing other
concerns (such as online experiences, digital
access, and skills) within that conversation. For
16-24-year-olds who have been excluded from
mainstream education, this means developing
programmes and services that support them to
work out who they are, as they become an adult
and navigate keenly felt pressures to find ways
to provide for themselves (and others) and feel
they are ‘making it in life’.

In section E, we outline three early-stage
ideas for such programmes or services,
which have come from a collaborative design
We move on in section C to identify eight
process with a design team of young people
different barriers that can mean it is
aged 16-24, all with experience of being
challenging for 16-24-year-olds who have
excluded from mainstream education. Many
been excluded from mainstream education to
of the ideas also provide space and time to
thrive online. These barriers are categorised
build meaningful relationships with people
into three different types: 1. Online access and
with similar experience, offer a positive and
skills; 2.  People and support around you; and 3.   non-judgmental reflective space, and enable
Essentials for thriving in life.
incidental (rather than direct) development of
digital skills.
From looking at these barriers in detail, we
draw out in section D some principles for
We bring the report to a close with a
how practitioners can effectively support this
commitment to further develop and deliver
cohort to thrive online. Firstly, we encourage
these early-stage ideas. We commit to
tackling barriers to digital access and skills
ensuring that young people’s voices and

“

experiences remain central to this process
through prototyping, testing, and iterating. We
ask any individuals or organisations who would
be interested in developing and delivering
these programmes and services together, to
join us as partners.

We also highlight an area where we believe
there could be value in future exploration namely the development of local networks
of young people aged 16-24 who have been
excluded from mainstream education. As
investigating this further lies outside the scope
of this project, we share this in the hope it may
spark interest for others.
Finally, in our concluding comments, we draw
out how we believe our findings can – and
should – be translated and scaled to other
groups of young people who face disadvantage
and are regularly marginalised.

Too often, young people are
pushed towards programmes
on ‘online safety’ and ‘digital
skills’, which invariably have
good content, but often struggle
with poor engagement. We need
to speak the language of young
people. That means talking about
what they care about, not what
we think they should care about.
This project shows how using
online tools incidentally - in a
safe negotiated space - allows
young people to explore identity,
opportunity and their future,
whilst figuring out how to thrive
online.

“

Executive Summary

Kat Dixon, Director of Partnerships, Catch22
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Background and Context
OUR GOAL (WHAT?)

OUR FOCUS (WHO?)

Catch22 and Avast Foundation are united in believing every young person deserves the
opportunity to thrive online. Together, we set out to explore how to effectively support young
people who face disadvantage, and are often marginalised, to thrive online.

We decided to focus on the experiences and needs of a specific cohort of young people who face
disadvantage, and are regularly marginalised: 16-24-year-olds, who have been excluded from
mainstream education.

OUR APPROACH (HOW?)
We designed a six-month exploratory research and early-stage innovation project to better
understand young people’s experiences and develop ideas and recommendations for programmes
or services that would effectively support them to thrive online.

WHY DID WE CHOOSE THIS COHORT OF YOUNG PEOPLE
TO FOCUS ON?
•

Young people who have been excluded from mainstream education face multiple
and complex social barriers, which can make it challenging to thrive in life and
online. Evidence suggests that they are more likely to live in poverty and have
recognized mental health needs.1 Online they are more likely to be at risk of having
negative and harmful online experiences. 2

•

The ages of 16-24 is a period of significant change and development for individuals, both neurologically and in terms of the people and environment around them
as education and housing changes. There is also a marked shift in online experiences.3

•

Yet this group is regularly overlooked and left out of conversations about online
experiences. Much of the existing support and resources is created for, and delivered to, young people in mainstream education, and children aged under 16. 4 From
regular work with this cohort across many of our services, we felt we were uniquely
positioned to be able to find ways to support this cohort to thrive online.

3 principles guided us throughout:

1

2

Youth-led

Design
thinking

Ensuring the
experiences, voices and
needs of young people
led the project.
Throughout this report
we share anonymous
quotes from the young
people involved in the
project.

Taking time to really
explore and understand
the ‘problem,’ before
identifying potential
solutions. Adapting and
iterating as we learnt.

See the appendix for more detail on the methodology we used.

3
Practical
and
tangible
outputs
Focusing on ideas and
recommendations that
can be tangibly adopted
by organisations
developing programmes
and services to support
young people to thrive
online.

This decision was made with the expectation that many of this cohort’s needs and
experiences would overlap with other groups of young people who face disadvantages,
and are often marginalised, and that our findings would therefore be able to be readily
translated and scaled to a broader population of young people.
NOTE: Whilst throughout this report we talk about 16–24-year-olds, who have been
excluded from mainstream education as if they are one monolithic group, we recognise
this is far from the case. Whilst being excluded is something that happens to young
people, it is rarely the defining feature of young people’s self-identity. Within this group
of young people there are a huge range of identities, needs, vulnerabilities, behaviours,
and experiences. We have tried to draw out this nuance as best we can but recognise the
limitations in our ability to be representative of this entire cohort within our sample and
chosen methodology.
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Our Findings
LANGUAGE: ‘THRIVING ONLINE’ IS A POSITIVE AND HOLISTIC
WAY TO THINK ABOUT ONLINE EXPERIENCES

Positive

Holistic

•

The words ‘thrive online’ say more
than just staying safe from online
harms and knowing what to do
if something upsetting happens
(i.e., being able to build digital
resilience)

•

‘Thrive online’ includes having
positive online experiences and
being able to make the most of
the opportunities on offer online
to expand horizons in life

•

•

“
“

‘Thrive online’ encompasses
many different aspects of online
behaviour and experience that are
often kept siloed – such as online
access, skills, safety, resilience,
literacy, critical thinking etc. etc.
Thriving online is inextricably
linked to thriving in life. It isn’t
something that happens in
isolation from the rest of life

Thriving online is a good way to describe it as it focuses on
positive opportunities rather than simply on risks. This is
more akin to how young people experience the online world
Adam Groves, Senior Programme Manager, Nominet

YOUNG PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN EXCLUDED FROM 			
MAINSTREAM EDUCATION ARE NOT CURRENTLY THRIVING
ONLINE

“It’s difficult to think of the positives about being online.
There’s a lot more bad things than good!”
Young person

“It’s a habit. Over and over again I go to look at my home
screen, and then go off it and back on it. Life is going to go
by so quick, and I’m going to realise how much of it I wasted
watching videos. It’s bad, then it’s good, bad, then good. It’s
never-ending. There’s no stop to it.”
Young person

Online harms, staying safe and protecting young people
from risks dominates the conversation at the moment. This
is important but it shouldn’t be siloed from building digital
resilience and engaging with opportunities of the digital
world.
Chris Martin, CEO, The Mix

“
B.

Many of the young people we spoke to did not seem to be thriving
online:

“
“

A.

“Safe and non-judgmental spaces? They don’t exist online.”
Young person

This was echoed by practitioners working with young people excluded
from mainstream education:
“Many of our learners aren’t very confident online and don’t
use many social media sites… for some, that’s because they
don’t have social connection with people and don’t know how
to navigate social interaction. But also, because you have to
read on these sites, you need to be confident to make a written
post.”
Catch22 practitioner
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“They probably don’t think about the negative experiences
they’ve had online as bad. They’re often in survival mode in life,
so what happens online doesn’t seem that bad by comparison.”
Catch22 practitioner

Young people have found various ways – often on their own through
trial and error – to cope with navigating the difficulties they
encounter in the online world:
“I just learnt to block the messages and images people send.
But the thing is, people send you messages or images and you
can end up seeing them, even though you’ve set up your profile
to private. You think you’ve done what you’re supposed to
(blocking them) but you can still find the messages. You have
to know not to click on them and to delete them. You have to
learn this. But it’s likely when you’re young you’ll have a look at
them.”
Young person

“Online gaming – you’ve got to have thick skin! People send
you hate messages. I’m used to it, so it doesn’t get to me. But
people can take it the wrong way. I’ve tried different ways, but
I’ve found that ignoring it and laughing it off, just saying LMAO,
is the best thing. I’ve been playing games so long I’m used to it.
It’s everyday life.”
Young person

But often this did not feel wholly satisfactory, or viable for future
generations. The young people we spoke to were particularly worried
for younger people, and their online experiences.

“You just have to go through it to understand it! You just have to
experience it to know!”
Young person

“When I was 11-13, I thought that was how social media was
supposed to make you feel, so I didn’t think about talking about
it to anyone else. I just thought it was normal. I don’t want my
kids to go what I’ve been through, or my sisters. I don’t want
them to be constantly on their phone looking at things, thinking
I should be like that.”
Young person

“

Although practitioners noted that young people may not be aware
themselves, or consider, that they are not thriving online:
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“The online world is really different now for kids, to when I was
younger. When I was younger it was all Blackberries, no TikTok,
Instagram wasn’t like it was now… It’s really difficult for the
‘auto-correct’ kids who just trust what they see on their phone
– how it spells something, what a YouTuber says.”
Young person
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C.

THIS COHORT OF YOUNG PEOPLE ENCOUNTER MANY BARRIERS
THAT MAKE IT CHALLENGING FOR THEM TO THRIVE ONLINE

Some of these barriers were actively identified by young people themselves, whilst others
had been observed by practitioners, or experts in this field, but were less evident to young
people.
These barriers can be categorised into three different types. Whilst we have separated out
these barriers for ease of understanding, in reality many of these barriers interconnect. An
individual often faces multiple barriers to thriving online – both within and across types of
barriers.

ONLINE
ACCESS AND
SKILLS

PEOPLE AND
SUPPORT
AROUND YOU

ESSENTIALS
FOR
THRIVING IN
LIFE

1

2

3

Physical barriers
to access
(devices and
data)

Limited skills and
confidence to use
the online world
to achieve goals
and enhance life

Challenges in
developing skills
to help establish
whether what you
see online is real
or not

4

5

6

A disconnect
with adults in
understanding,
talking about and
managing online
experiences

Limited
opportunity
for helpful and
meaningful peerto-peer support

Existing
curriculum
and learning
in education
settings not
meeting needs

7

8

Challenges
establishing
and maintaining
healthy, supportive,
and trusting
relationships

Challenges
working out
who you are – in
relation to others
– as you become
an adult

BARRIERS IN DETAIL

ONLINE ACCESS AND SKILLS

1

Physical barriers to access (devices and data)
16-24-year-olds who have been excluded from mainstream education are
likely to face physical barriers to accessing the online world – with access
often limited to phones, rather than other devices, and significant challenges
in affording sufficient, private, and secure internet connection (data). It can
also be challenging to find a quiet and safe physical space to access the
online world.
“Digital access is a significant issue that only deepens inequalities… access to
a personal device, being able to afford data that you can use in a secure way
and a physical space to use it where you feel safe. Data poverty is a key area
of focus at the moment. We hear stories about people choosing to buy data
instead of food.” Dr Emma Stone, Director of Evidence and Engagement, Good
Things Foundation
A recent report from Nesta about Data Poverty outlined that low income, not
being able to get a data contract, lack of privacy and local infrastructure all act
as barriers to people accessing the data they need. Many of the groups most
impacted by these barriers, overlap with young people who have been excluded
from mainstream education.5

2

Limited skills and confidence to use the online world to achieve goals and
enhance life
The young people we spoke to, mainly used the online world for connecting
and communicating with others, keeping up with events on social media
and for entertainment and escape (e.g., gaming). Consequently, they did not
necessarily have the skills or confidence to use the online world to help them
achieve whatever they might like to in life, whether that was for large goals
like finding a job or smaller things that might enhance life (e.g., learning the
guitar).
“(Excluded young people are) participating in a very narrow range of social
digital activities (e.g. gaming, chat and instant messaging) whilst missing
out on positive skills development; lifelong learning opportunities and wider
opportunities offered through technology…Many felt confident doing it in a
social context, using social media to chat to their friends, but when it came to
approaching tasks in a more in-depth and even professional way they often
didn’t have the know-how at all.” 6

14
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ONLINE ACCESS AND SKILLS (continued)

3

Challenges in developing skills to help establish whether what you see
online is real or not
Young people told us how easy it can be to believe that everything you see
online is real – ranging from information and news to what people and
their lives look like. This can have far reaching negative consequences,
negatively impacting their perceptions about themselves and exacerbating
or causing poor mental health. They recognized that it takes time, maturity,
and experience to develop the critical thinking skills that help you establish
whether what you are seeing online is real or not.  

5

“When your group around you changes, it can be really difficult. You feel like you
have to start from scratch again. I’ve lived in different areas, and households.
I’ve moved around a lot. It makes it hard to fit in. I’ve had to restart so many
times.” Young person

“Nothing’s real anymore online. It takes a while to learn that. My sister is 13.
She saw a video that said if you’re tapping your fingers on the desk it means
you have ADHD. She thought she had ADHD. I had to say no you don’t. I had to
explain they’re doing that, so you think it’s about you and you like it. It’s all about
likes. But she didn’t know that.” Young person

PEOPLE AND SUPPORT AROUND YOU

4

A disconnect with adults in understanding, talking about and managing
online experiences
There is a clear disconnect between young people and the adults in their
life when it comes to understanding, talking about, and managing online
experiences. As a result, adults often do not feel like a useful source of help
for young people in dealing with difficult or upsetting situations online. More
often than not, adults instead acted as a barrier: monitoring activity, removing
access to devices, saying ‘don’t do this’ – particularly talking to strangers.
This disconnect can be heightened for heightened for young peole who have
been excluded from mainstream education, so they rarely have the space
or encouragement to make mistakes and learn from them to build digital
resilience.
“When it comes to the online world, adults are at a large deficit to young people.
They’re always behind. Adults need to acknowledge they use it in a different way
to young people.” Sarah Worth, Head of Recruitment, The Difference
“They (adults) focus on telling you not to meet strangers. I don’t know why they
focus on that. It’s not the most dangerous thing. They just say don’t do it.” Young
person
“It’s better to focus on dangers of the internet than stop internet use. If you take
away access gives you a level of immaturity. You don’t understand and you don’t
know. That is what’s risky. You need to be able to try things out to learn” Young
person

Limited opportunity for helpful and meaningful peer-to-peer support
Many young people learn how to navigate the online world through hearing
about the experiences of friends, older siblings, or other young people online
(rather than directly seeking peer support). 7 But we found that some excluded
young people can have limited opportunities for helpful and meaningful
peer-to-peer support from positive role models. Young people who have been
excluded from mainstream education often feel alone and isolated in their
experiences. They may struggle to form social connections due to educational
and emotional needs, or from being moved around lots of different schools.

“Many of our learners struggle with social interactions. They don’t have peers to
talk to. If something goes wrong, they might talk to anyone they trust, or not talk
to their peers.” Catch22 practitioner

6

Existing curriculum and learning in education settings not meeting needs
Existing curriculum and learning in educational settings often do not meet
young people’s needs. Young people told us that lessons can feel irrelevant,
outdated, dull, inaccessible, analogue and text-heavy, focusing on the negative
side of the online world. Learning is often siloed (i.e., focuses solely on online
safety), focusing on online portions of problems, rather than integrated
with other aspects of online experience or life more generally. This sets up
a distinction between IRL and online that does not reflect young people’s
perspectives.
“Teachers focus on how to keep safe but not what you need to stay safe from.
It can leave you feeling anxious about what’s out there. You don’t know what
you’re trying to keep safe from!” – Young person
“Young people are bored of online safety education. They roll their eyes when
you mention it. It’s very instruction focused – a scary story followed by rules.
It’s not about building resilience. It’s very analogue and text heavy. Not good for
someone who doesn’t read well.” Adriene Katz, Youthworks Consulting
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ESSENTIALS FOR THRIVING IN LIFE

7

Challenges establishing and maintaining healthy, supportive, and trusting
relationships
How young people navigate the online world is an extension of the way in which
they navigate social interactions in general. Practitioners told us that excluded
young people can encounter challenges around establishing and maintaining
healthy, supportive, and trusting relationships – both with adults and peers in
their life – which is then often amplified or exacerbated in online spaces.8
Previous negative relationship experiences can make it difficult to build new
trusting relationships, which can make it difficult to have safe or positive social
interactions – on or offline.  
“I’m sceptical about systems being made for students who are still learning
what positive relationships look like. They learn negative relationships through
their home life and peers… You need to start with their relationships to create
an environment that’s healthy. You can’t expect something different to happen
online if it’s not happening offline.” Babalola Yusuf, Youth Worker, Hastings
“Forming relationships is key. They come to us feeling isolated. Their
educational and emotional needs mean they struggle to form connections.
They do form connections with adults over time, but it can be more difficult
with other young people.” Catch22 practitioner

8

Challenges working out who you are – in relation to others – as you become
an adult
Having a keen sense of who you are, and your self-worth means you are more
likely to thrive online. But working out who you are – in relation to others – as
you become an adult, is a challenge for all young people, especially young
people who have grown up in difficult environments, struggle financially and
lack confidence or support.
Pressures to find ways to provide for yourself (and others) and feel that you are
‘making it in life’ are keenly felt. Excluded young people can feel like they have
not been given the skills or support they need, and there are few possibilities or
options open to them. Seeing people online who look like they are comparatively
more successful, can be more of a hindrance than a help, negatively impacting
young people’s perceptions of self vs. others.
“You depend on the people who are around you. If you’re around negative
people, you are going to become a negative person too… It’s major, the pressure
to follow others. But if you follow another person you look up to, you can get in
trouble this way. You can try to be someone you are not.” Young person
“Teenage is the years you’re figuring out who you are, what you want to be,
what you want to look like, and what to put out there about yourself. If you post
something you only remember the bad comments, not the nice ones. You start
to think maybe I should change how I look, or who I am, because of what that
one person said.” Young person
“It’s really hard being a young person, becoming an adult. Getting a job, getting
enough money, having food. There’s a lot of pressure on us…It takes time to
understand yourself and juggle your own life situation. There’s not one solution.
It’s overwhelming… It would take the pressure off to know everyone is going
through the same thing. It needs to be talked about more… As you grow up, you
realise everyone is putting on a front.” Young person
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D.

PRINCIPLES FOR WHAT EFFECTIVE SUPPORT LOOKS LIKE IN
TACKLING BARRIERS TO THRIVING ONLINE

What effective support looks like, alters depending on which barrier(s) you set out to
tackle. Looking at each type of barrier helps draw out learnings for how to best support
16–24-year-olds, who have been excluded from mainstream education, to thrive online.

ONLINE ACCESS AND SKILLS
TEACH YOUNG PEOPLE DIGITAL SKILLS INCIDENTALLY, NOT DIRECTLY
There is growing evidence9 that it is most effective to support online access
and development of digital skills via participation in programmes that have
goals connected to young people’s interests and immediate priorities. This
contrasts with programmes that primarily focus on improving access or
developing digital skills. Learning digital skills works best when it is connected
to the wider context, life, and interests of an individual young person, rather
than being the main end goal in and of itself. 10
We saw this for ourselves. For some of the young people who took part in
online sessions as part of this six month project, it was their first time of
meeting and working with a group of strangers in a collaborative zoom call.
Through taking part in our online sessions, they incidentally gained exposure
to an important aspect of digital working (the Zoom call), which developed
their confidence and openness to using digital tools, and their skillset (we
made use of all the features Zoom has to offer).
“I’d not done online meetings like Zoom before; with a group of people I didn’t
know. It felt easy to use, I got the hang of it quickly. I’d definitely use it again. I’d
recommend it for these kinds of things.” Young person

PEOPLE AND SUPPORT AROUND YOU
CREATE SPACE AND TIME IN PROGRAMMES AND SERVICES FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE TO BUILD MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEOPLE WITH
SIMILAR EXPERIENCES
We found young people were eager to have the opportunity to build meaningful
relationships with people who had had similar experiences to themselves. It
depended on the individual if they would prefer this support to be from one
other person or a group and to be from an adult, or someone the same age as
them. But a unifying feature was that they wanted to have the chance to build
relationships with people whom they felt would really understand what they
were going through, so they would not feel so on their own.
“It needs to be someone on your level, who you can relate to. That means
someone who’s not been long out of school and didn’t have a great time in
education themselves. Someone who was kicked out of school too. It helps you
relate, something you can automatically connect over. You can tell if someone’s
not had the same experience, it can actually put you off (talking to them).” Young
person

CREATE SAFE, POSITIVE, AND NON-JUDGMENTAL SPACES FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE TO REFLECT ON, AND LEARN FROM, THEIR ONLINE EXPERIENCES
It is increasingly acknowledged that preventative or prohibitive approaches
that focus solely on avoiding the negatives of online experience do not work;
young people need ongoing space and support to make mistakes and reflect
and learn from them.11
Young people we spoke to express a desire for these kinds of spaces.
“It would be good to be in a space where everyone has the same experience, and
you can feel like nobody is judging. It’s important it’s a private space, so there’s
no judging.” Young person

20
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E.

THREE EARLY-STAGE IDEAS FOR PROGRAMMES AND
SERVICES FROM YOUNG PEOPLE

TREAT THE ONLINE-OFFLINE WORLD AS A SPECTRUM, AND FOCUS ON
HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE TO THRIVE IN LIFE, ACROSS ALL CHANNELS
There is evidence that programmes and services that integrate online and
offline experiences are more effective than those that treat them separately.
12
This better reflects young people’s ways of thinking about the world, with
online as one channel in which they live their life – with its own differences vs.
other channels.
The project team realised that tackling individual barriers around digital
access and skills or the people and support around young people, would not
have as significant an impact as supporting young people with the challenges
they faced to thriving in life more broadly. We would be scratching the surface
rather than bringing around long-term meaningful change. To genuinely
support young people to thrive online, we needed to widen our goal and
consider how we could support young people to thrive in life as a whole.

GIVE YOUNG PEOPLE WHAT THEY NEED TO HELP THEM THRIVE IN LIFE, AND
ADDRESS OTHER CONCERNS (SUCH AS ONLINE EXPERIENCES) WITHIN
THAT CONVERSATION
As we have outlined above, we found that whilst evidence shows young people
are at risk of online harm and have negative experiences online, they do not
always consider they are having negative experiences, and they certainly do
not want to talk about online harm. But we also found that if online harm
formed part of a conversation they were interested in, or aligned with their
priorities in life, then they were happy to discuss it.
The solution seemed clear: focus on areas where young people were explicitly
asking for support to thrive in life and talk about the online world as part of
that.
Whilst the practitioners we spoke to felt young people would benefit from
support around relationships, young people themselves did not explicitly ask
for support in this area. But young people did readily talk about the challenges
around working out who you are as you navigate becoming an adult. Young
people wanted support to see possibilities and opportunities, build their
confidence, feel supported, and develop essential skills.
“You’re getting to the age now where you are gonna have to fend for yourself. You
gotta learn how to take care of bills, take care of yourself, spend your money
wisely.” Young person

We developed three early-stage ideas for programmes or
services that could support young people excluded from
mainstream education to work out who they are, as they
become an adult. This came from a collaborative design
process with a design team of young people aged 1624, with experience of being excluded from mainstream
education, who explicitly asked for this support.
Many of the ideas also provide space and time to build
meaningful relationships with relatable people with
similar experiences, offer a positive and non-judgmental
reflective space for young people, and enable incidental
(rather than direct) development of digital skills.
Ideas 1 and 2 as they are presented below were developed
by the young person design team. Idea 3 has been built
upon from an initial idea suggested by the young person
design team, by combining it with an existing and proven
intervention that is currently delivered by Catch22’s youth
justice team.
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IDEA 1 - WEEKLY FACILITATED PEER SUPPORT SESSIONS THAT
SUPPORT YOUNG PEOPLE TO BECOME ADULTS, TOGETHER
ACTIVITIES
•
•
•

Informal facilitated group sessions, which bring together a group of eight local young
people aged 16-24 who have had experiences of school exclusion, on a weekly basis
Some sessions take place online on zoom, others take place in person e.g. 70% online,
30% in person
Group discussions and activities help participants to:

AIMS
Share their experiences
and ideas for the future

Develop practical life skills such as
money management

Form plans of things to
do individually or with
other members of the
group, and report back
on what they’ve tried
out

•
•

The sessions support participants to deal with the challenges of becoming an adult, so
they don’t feel alone in this. The programme helps them to find their own path, together
Participation in the sessions that take place online also help grow participants’
knowledge and confidence in using digital tools

KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS
•
•
•

The group is made up of young people who are all at different stages of becoming adults
(i.e., spread across ages 16-24)
Sessions are facilitated by an inspiring individual with similar experiences to
participants (i.e., someone who was excluded and has gone on to thrive)
Offline sessions take place in a relaxed, colourful, safe, welcoming environment, which
feels clearly different to school or college

“It’s a good idea because it would help young people to find themselves, to become an
adult in the big scary world, without having to worry about things as much. (It would be
helpful) to know there is other people like you who might be worried about the same stuff,
it’s not as scary as you think.” Young person
“It’s a tool for young adults to use to help them identify where they’re going in life and
what they’re going to do in life…It’s to help them learn about the responsibilities and how
to deal with the responsibilities of becoming an adult.” Young person

Get inspiration from others who might be further along in their own exploration

“I’ve only recently grasped onto the idea that I should have always been myself, and not
been influenced by anyone else, or tried to make myself look better or cooler by pretending
to be someone I’m not.” Young person… “What would have helped?” Facilitator… “What
we’ve been talking about. A group of people going through similar stuff that I was going
through, all just coming together and making a life plan.” Young person
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IDEA 2 - ONGOING 1-2-1 MENTORING, ENCOURAGING YOUNG
PEOPLE TO EXPLORE WHO THEY ARE, AND SEE POSSIBILITIES
FOR THE FUTURE
ACTIVITIES

A 1-2-1 mentoring relationship between
a young person and a mentor, with lived
experience

The mentor helps the young person
grapple with who they are, their interests
and strengths

The mentor suggests things that the young
person could investigate and local places
to try out activities related to their interests
and strengths (e.g., a community garden
for someone interested in gardening). They
encourage the young person to slowly
build their confidence and actively explore
different options – by doing it together

AIMS
•

•

The mentoring relationship helps a young person move from feeling lost about who
are and what they want to do, and feeling stuck (like they have no options or support)
to understanding more about themselves, seeing possibilities and opportunities, and
taking steps in the right direction
The use of online tools between sessions also helps the young person develop their
confidence and ability to use the online world to help them achieve their goals

KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS
•
•

The mentor understands what the young person has been through – either because
they have been excluded themselves or have a good understanding of the education
system. They are matched with the young person based on their skills and interests
Meetings start online on zoom so the pair can get to know each other and build
confidence, before they begin to meet regularly in person

“It’s a case of growing someone’s confidence when you’ve never had it, or never felt a
sense of pride in something you’ve done. You need someone who can give you a little push
and help you decide what you may want to do in the future. It’s not just about opening the
door, but encouraging you do things, try stuff out. And doing it together, so you don’t feel
you’re in it on your own.” Young person
The mentor engages with the young
person about their online experiences, as
part of a wider conversation about thriving
in life

The relationship offers ongoing support
and encouragement to research ideas and
opportunities online between sessions, and
share ongoing reflections in a shared online
space

“(The mentor is) Someone who would listen and give you a step in the right direction, see
if you enjoy it. Someone who would help you grow; help you understand what you don’t
want to do…Someone you can have a trusting longer-term relationship with… How they
communicate with the young person is the most important thing.” Young person
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IDEA 3 – INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS THAT TACKLE PERCEPTIONS
VS. REALITY AROUND ONLINE DEPICTIONS OF SUCCESS,
SUPPORTED BY AN ONLINE CAMPAIGN TO RAISE AWARENESS OF
PEOPLE ‘AIRBRUSHING THEIR LIFE ONLINE’
ACTIVITIES

Supporting online influencer campaign
•
•

The supporting influencer campaign takes an ‘Insta vs. reality’ approach, to highlight
the kind of things people airbrush online so they can appear successful, such as being a
mum, places they visit or images of their job, and beyond
The involvement of influencers who are relevant and relatable, as well as seeing what
others post in response to these influencers, acts as helpful (passive) peer support for
young people

AIMS - WORKSHOP AND CAMPAIGN COMBINED
•
•

Interactive ‘perception vs. reality’ workshops
•

‘Perception vs. reality’ workshops set out to debunk the myths around ‘making it in life’
that are perpetuated on social media
• Building on a model that Catch22’s youth justice team have successfully developed for
debunking glamorous myths of prison, these workshops:
- Are delivered in schools and colleges by older (but still young) people with similar
   and relatable experiences, typically 13–17-year-olds
- Use videos of current and relevant cultural figures, such as rap artists, to deliver
   
   messages and debunk myths in an interactive and engaging way
- Highlight the realities of a gang-associated lifestyle and debunk myths
   perpetuated through grooming, social media and pop culture
- Provide clear messaging on the effects of gang and associated violence with the
   realities of engaging in the lifestyle
- Provide information on the perceptions versus the reality of this lifestyle for young
   people, enabling them to make informed choices of their involvement.

•

The workshop and campaign tackle the negative impact of comparing perceptions of
others vs. yourself, when working out who you are, as you become an adult
They remind young people not to think that others are more successful than them
based on what they see online, or to feel pressure to copy what others are doing, but to
choose their own path and focus on what success means for them personally
They also aid development of critical thinking skills that help young people to establish
if what they are seeing online is real or not

“You could do workshops that show the most common things you see on social media
aren’t as they seem. The idea you can get rich quick. People posting lavish, luxury lives.
Lots of influencers on social media post pictures of luxury lives… Using rappers and
influencers makes it more relatable, than people you don’t know.” Young person
“I feel like it’s the same principle as Instagram vs. reality. You might not be air brushing
a picture, but you’re airbrushing your lives to make it look better than it is… by what you
choose to post, and how you edit it.” Young person
“It would be a helpful reminder…. There’s nothing to make you think on a daily basis
that people are only posting positives or editing what they’re posting. Having a reminder
makes you stop and think about what you’re looking at or reading and think ‘is that the
full picture?’. It puts it back into your mind, so it stops you feeling down about it. It’s a
reminder that all is not what it seems.” Young person
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Next steps and
concluding comments
The findings from this project have made it
abundantly clear that better support is vital for
16–24-year-olds, who have been excluded from
mainstream education to ensure they can thrive - in
life and online.

A COMMITMENT TO DEVELOP AND DELIVER PROGRAMMES AND SERVICES
TO SUPPORT EXCLUDED YOUNG PEOPLE TO THRIVE IN LIFE AND ONLINE
In line with our longstanding commitment to this cohort of young people,
Catch22’s next steps will be to:
•

•

These findings highlight what is needed to support
other groups of young people who face disadvantage,
and are regularly marginalised, to thrive online.
•

Further develop and deliver young people’s early-stage ideas for
programmes and services that will support 16-24-year-olds, who have
been excluded from mainstream education, to work out who they are as
they navigate becoming an adult – and thereby support them to thrive
online.
Ensure young people’s voices and experiences remain central in the
development and delivery of these programmes and services. We will look
to:
• Involve young people with lived experience in the prototyping,
testing, and iterating to ensure the resulting programmes and
services truly and effectively support young people. Young people
urged us to particularly involve them in how these programmes or
services are marketed so they feel simple, accessible, inclusive, and
compelling.
• Convene, train, and support a group of young people with
experience of being  excluded from mainstream education,
to deliver the programmes and services – as mentors, group
facilitators and workshop leads.
Seek partners to develop and deliver young people’s three ideas together.
If you are an individual or organisation who would be interested in
developing and delivering these programmes and services – please get in
touch.

HIGHLIGHTING AN AREA FOR POTENTIAL FURTHER EXPLORATION –
DEVELOPING LOCAL NETWORKS
There is a growing movement of organisations such as The Difference, who
have put exclusion on the national agenda, and are working hard to improve
things for this cohort of young people. However, throughout this project
it struck us that this cohort are so often an invisible population. We were
surprised that we could not find a prominent network or advocacy group that
gives voice to and represents young people who have been excluded from
mainstream education in wider debate.
At the same time, we also witnessed an evident desire within this group to
have the opportunity to build relationships with people – be that individuals or
groups - who have also been excluded from mainstream education.
We believe there could be value in exploring the potential to develop
local networks of young people aged 16-24 who have been excluded from
mainstream education. This could be invaluable in enabling young people to
find and connect with other young people and potential role models who have
had similar experiences. It would help this group’s voices and experiences
to be heard more often and more loudly by decision makers. Unfortunately,
investigating this further lies outside the scope and boundaries of this project.
Instead, we highlight it here in the hope it may resonate with other individuals
and organisations, and spark future ideas.
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TRANSLATING OUR FINDINGS TO SUPPORT OTHER GROUPS OF YOUNG
PEOPLE TO THRIVE ONLINE
Whilst this project focused specifically on the needs and experiences of
young people who have been excluded from mainstream education, many of
our findings are relevant to other groups of young people.
We know from our work with this cohort elsewhere, that many of the needs
and experiences of young people who have been excluded from mainstream
education overlap with other groups of young people who face disadvantages
and are often marginalised. It feels a reasonable assumption that many of
the barriers to thriving online, which we outlined in section C, are barriers
also encountered by other groups of young people – with of course some
nuance to reflect different circumstances and specific needs.
We, therefore, believe that the principles in section D for effectively
supporting young people to thrive online can – and should - be translated
and scaled to other groups of young people.
Consequently, for third sector organisations, developing programmes and
services to support young people to thrive online who face disadvantage and/
or are regularly marginalised, it is our recommendation to:
•

Focus on developing programmes and services that support young
people to thrive in life, across all channels, rather than focusing solely on
supporting them to thrive online

•

Spend time asking some of these young people, and those who work with
them, about the key challenges they currently face in life and where they
would appreciate support
• Explore in these conversations how these challenges are shaped,
and shape, their online experiences. But avoid asking about online
experiences in isolation

•

Involve young people with lived experience in generating, developing, and
testing ideas for programmes and services that focus on supporting other
young people with these challenges

•

Consider within these ideas how to best provide space and time to build
meaningful relationships, offer a positive and non-judgmental reflective
space to address concerns around online experiences, and enable
incidental development of digital skills, such as via an online component.

Appendix
Methodology Details
1. Immersion, scoping, and planning – Nov 21
- What? 20 stakeholder online interviews and significant desk research
- Why? Immerse ourselves in existing knowledge and identify gaps and
   areas of need, to agree a problem area and approach
2. Discovery deep dive – Dec 21-Feb 22
- What? Semi-structured 45-minute research interviews with 13 young
   people with lived experience (7 C22 service users, 6 not), 6 frontline
   practitioners and 12 sector experts throughout (majority took place
   online). Supplemented by additional answers from 19 young people with
   lived experience.
- Why? Better understand problem area, young people’s experiences and
   gain ideas and inspiration for potential opportunities
3. Analysis and synthesis – Feb 22
- What? Thematic analysis and synthesis of Discovery data
- Why? Identify barriers to thriving online, and agree focus & plan for
   design sprint
4. Young person design team sprint – March-April 22
- What? Collaborative design process of 6 x 2-hour online workshops
   with team of 8 young people aged 16-24, with experience of being
   excluded from mainstream education
- Why? Explore, generate, and build ideas to support young people
   excluded from mainstream education. Test tools and techniques for
   effectively engaging young people in online settings.
Ongoing youth advisory group – January-April 22
- What? 8 sessions at key moments of the project, with 6 young people
   who are learning assistants and social action leads in Catch22’s
   Alternative Provision colleges
- Why? Invaluable advice, input, and perspectives – as young people
   themselves, and through their own work with excluded young people –
   on project plans and materials
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